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A B S T R A C T   

III-V semiconductor - oxide interfaces have attracted huge interest due to their substantial potential in electronic 
applications. However, due to the extreme complexity of the modeling of the interfaces, there are only few ab 
initio studies of these interfaces. 

Several model interfaces of native InPO4 oxides are designed in this study. It is shown that energies of the 
(quasi-)coherent interfaces are much smaller than energies of the incoherent interfaces. Furthermore, it is 
pointed out that the interface energy can stabilize oxide structures not found in bulk form. Relatively small strain 
energy and configurational match imply a small interface energy. 

It is estimated that the gap state density of the In-terminated quasi-coherent interfaces is small or zero. 
However, partial oxidation of the substrate P atoms, which can be induced, e.g., by non-stoichiometry of the 
oxide, causes distinct gap states. This is a mechanism to explain Fermi level pinning of the III-V – oxide in-
terfaces. Non-stoichiometric compositions are also investigated. Experimental results on InP native oxide growth 
are discussed. The models can be used to study various properties of the interfaces and more complex models 
including, e.g., dislocations or non-planar surfaces can be based on the models.   

1. Introduction 

There is a significant gap between experimental results and modeling 
of oxide interfaces due to the extreme complexity of these interfaces [1]. 
This is particularly true of III-V semiconductor interfaces. Lattice, 
configurational and electronic mismatches are serious obstacles for 
modeling of these interfaces. The electronic mismatch is expressed in 
terms of the electron counting rule (ECR), which is supposed to act 
during oxide growth or deposition and drive the creation of interface 
defects [2,3]. In addition, the III-V semiconductors can form a rich va-
riety of compositionally different oxides. 

The native oxide interfaces of the III-V semiconductors have been 
investigated intensively for a very long time due to their immense po-
tential in semiconductor electronics [4,5]. However, the native oxide 
interfaces have generally many interfacial defects, which cause elec-
trical losses in current applications such as light emitting diodes, 
infrared detectors and high electron mobility transistors (HEMT). It is 
difficult to avoid the formation of the native oxides in these devices. The 

native oxides have also hindered the development of the III-V metal–-
oxide-semiconductor transistors. Although the current flows at the 
heteroepitaxial III-V interface in the state-of-the-art HEMT devices, the 
increased performance criteria require nowadays understanding and 
controlling the HEMT gate area as well, which readily includes the III-V 
native oxides. In contrary to general consensus, some studies reveal that 
specific native oxide thin films increase the quality of the III-V semi-
conductor-oxide interfaces [6–9]. 

Native oxide interfaces of indium phosphide (InP) are investigated in 
this study. We focus especially on the InPO4/InP interface. The phase 
separation of the bulk InPO4 into bulk indium oxide and phosphorus 
oxide (2∙InPO4→In2O3 + P2O5) is thermodynamically inhibited [10]. 
This can be unambiguously estimated, because In2O3 and P2O5 oxides 
are favored (arsenic is oxidized into As2O3 instead of As2O5). Further-
more, an InPO4 oxide film can be formed in principle by oxidizing the 
InP without In or P outdiffusion. To the best of our knowledge there are 
only few (interface) models of the III-V native oxides [11] and the 
atomic interface structures are unknown. Some models have been 
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introduced previously for the HfO2/III-V [12–17] and Al2O3/III-V and 
Gd2O3/III-V [13,14,18,19,20] interfaces having non-native oxides. 
Adsorption of O atoms and molecules on the III-V substrates has also 
been investigated [7,21–23]. 

Generally bulk oxide structures matching the III-V substrate in terms 
of lattice match (lattice parameters), atomic configuration match and 
electronic match (ECR) do not exist. Therefore, we construct interface 
structures using unstable bulk oxide structures. These configurationally 
and electronically matched oxides have smaller strain energies, induced 
by coherent growth, than stable and metastable oxides found in litera-
ture generally have. The interface models constructed using unstable 
oxides are coherent in the initial stage before relaxations. A coherent 
interface model is shown in Fig. 1(a). Other interface model type is an 
incoherent one (lattice and atomic configuration mismatch), which is 
constructed using the InPO4 oxide, which corresponds to the ground 
state at ambient pressures [Fig. 1(b)]. If the lattice mismatch is 
reasonable, a coherent interface can be transformed into a semi- 
coherent one by misfit dislocations. 

Interface energies are determined in this study, which in itself, is a 
quite complicated and cumbersome task for the interface systems 
considered. It is studied, whether the interface can stabilize oxide 
structures obtained from the initially coherent interfaces. This also 
suggests, whether the interfaces have energies low enough to be 
considered satisfactory to model real interfaces and good starting points 
to design more complicated structures which are beyond the ab initio 
calculations. The ECR is satisfied in the initially coherent models by a 
designed compositionally relevant low energy surface structure. The 
interfaces do not include substitutional atoms leading to unmanufac-
turable interfaces [2] or vacancies leading to increasing of the interface 
energy. The initially coherent model is relatively simple and small and it 
is not specific to a certain interface area. These are important beneficial 
features of the model. 

Further insight into interface defects and the formation of the 
experimentally found peculiar ordered or crystalline oxide film [7] is 
also obtained by the models and results presented. Experimentally, the 
main source of information, photoelectron spectroscopy, gives only in-
direct information about the structures. Interpretation is commonly 
based on the “fingerprints” of the bulk oxides, i.e., the core-level binding 
energies obtained from photoelectron spectra measured for separate 
bulk oxides. This ignores interface effects, including band offsets at the 
interfaces. These interface effects may be important especially, if core- 
level shifts energetically close to each other are analyzed, which is 

often the case. Furthermore, growth temperature and cleaning proced-
ures affect oxide film composition and structure. The structural models 
and results given in this study embody a step towards modeling the 
photoelectron spectra detected in experiments under varying conditions 
more accurately. 

2. Computational methods 

Calculations were performed using an ab initio density functional 
theory (DFT) total energy method within the Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof 
(PBE) generalized gradient approximation (GGA) [24]. The approach 
is based on the plane wave basis and projector augmented wave method 
[25,26] (Vienna ab initio simulation package, VASP) [27–30]. Optimi-
zation of the atomic structures was performed using conjugate gradient 
minimization of the total energy with respect to atomic coordinates. 
Atoms were relaxed until remaining forces were less than 20 meV/Å. 
Plane wave cutoff energy was chosen to be 350 eV for the interface and 
surface calculations. It was found that this cutoff energy provides suf-
ficient accuracy for slab calculations [17]. Bulk calculations were per-
formed using a cutoff of 500 eV and similarly sized supercells to obtain 
accurate relative total energies. The In and P 3d electrons were treated 
as core electrons. 

Surface and interface areas are expressed using the Wood’s notation. 
The InP (001) surface area within the Wood’s notation is expressed in 
terms of the primitive translation vector of the bulk zincblende struc-
ture, which is about 4.24 Å for the face-centred cubic InP within the PBE. 
The interface area in the initially coherent interfaces was (2 × 2) or c(4 
× 4). The interface areas of the incoherent interfaces are given in sub-
section 3.1. The k point sampling was carried out by the Monkhorst-Pack 
scheme [31] using a 3 × 3 × 1 mesh for a (2 × 2) InP interface area and a 
2 × 2 × 1 mesh for larger interface areas. The origin was shifted to the Γ 
point. 

The interface systems were modeled using slab unit cells including 
vacuum. The width of the vacuum was at least 15 Å. The initially 
coherent interfaces were constructed using unstable InPO4 bulk oxide 
structures [32]. The first model bulk oxide (InPO4-a) is based on the 
tetragonal TiO2-type (anatase) HfO2 structure [33] (space group 141). 
Every second Hf atomic layer in the direction of the longest lattice 
parameter is substituted with either In or P atoms. The space group 
number of this structure is 119 and the Wyckoff positions 2a, 2d, 4e (z =
0.047) and 4f (z = 0.203) are occupied. The doubling of the unit cell in 
the [001] direction (along the c lattice parameter) decreases total en-
ergy as PO4 tetrahedra can be oriented in different ways. The second 
model bulk oxide structure (InPO4-b) is tetragonal and the space group 
number of the structure is 80. The square face of the tetragonal cell has 
an InP (2 × 2) area and the optimal c lattice parameter value is about 
16.2 Å. The Wyckoff positions are shown in Table 1. The model bulk 
oxide structures are shown in Fig. 2. The oxide structures are relaxed 
quite significantly during structural optimization. Incoherent interfaces 
were modeled using CrVO4-type orthorhombic oxide structure (space 
group 63) in which the InPO4 oxide crystallizes at ambient conditions 
[34]. The lattice parameter values of a = 5.38 Å, b = 8.17 Å and c = 6.94 
Å were obtained. Cutting planes of the oxide were (100) and (001). The 
InP semiconductor part of the interface was terminated by a (001) 
surface. [The (100), (010) and (001) InP surfaces are equivalent.] 

An oxide part and a semiconductor part are joined to form an 

Fig. 1. At the coherent interface there is an atomic layer which semiconductor 
and oxide film “share” due to perfect atomic configuration match (a). An 
incoherent interface, in which both atomic configurations and lattice constants 
in semiconductor and oxide deviate significantly (b). The atomic structures 
shown are used in this study. The In, P and O atoms are shown by (large) violet, 
(intermediate size) blue and (small) red spheres, respectively. 

Table 1 
Wyckoff positions of an unstable tetragonal coherent oxide having the space 
group number 80, InPO4-b.   

x y z 

In (4a)    0.697 
P (4a)    0.098 
O1 (8a)  0.232  0.301  0.297 
O2 (8a)  0.778  0.160  0.160  
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interface system. Additional or excess O atoms, relative to the oxide part 
(stoichiometric composition), can be introduced in suitable positions at 
the interface. The semiconductor part of the unit cells consist of three 
layers of group III atoms and three layers of group V atoms. The bottom 
layer atoms of the semiconductor part are passivated by pseudo- 
hydrogen atoms. The positions of the In and P atoms closest to the 
pseudo-hydrogen layer are fixed to the ideal positions. The thickness of 
the oxide part was varied. The interfaces are characterized by the cutting 
planes of the oxide, because there is only one cutting plane of the InP. 
The (001) interfaces of the III-V compound semiconductors are widely 
used in device applications. The initially coherent or quasi-coherent 
oxide structures presented in this manuscript are best matched to the 
(001) atomic layers of the InP. 

Relative stabilities of different initially coherent and incoherent 
oxide films are determined by calculating relative total energies using ab 
initio atomistic thermodynamics [35,36]. The stability of the oxide as 
well as the thickness of the oxide are important factors contributing to 
the total energy in addition to the interface and surface energies. 
Generally total energies of the initially coherent and incoherent inter-
face systems can not be directly compared, because the number and 
types of atoms are not exactly the same in the compared systems. 

The relative total energy Erel is calculated for the most of the 
considered oxide films as follows 

Erel = aEincoh − ΔNInPO4μInPO4 − ΔNO,exμO − Ecoh (1) 

where Eincoh and Ecoh are the total energies of the incoherent and 
initially coherent interface systems, respectively. The factor a ensures 
that the interface area and thus the number of substrate atoms as well as 
pseudo-hydrogen atoms are the same in the compared incoherent and 
initially coherent interface systems. The ΔNInPO4 and ΔNO,ex denote 
differences in the numbers of the InPO4 units and excess O atoms be-
tween the incoherent and initially coherent interface systems. The in-
terfaces are generally oxygen-rich. Thus, there are in addition to the 
InPO4 units some additional O atoms, which are called excess O atoms. 
The µInPO4 and µO are the chemical potentials of the InPO4 and O. The 
chemical potentials of the In2O3 and P2O5 are also needed for a few of 
the interfaces. The chemical potentials of the InPO4, In2O3 and P2O5 are 
set equal to the corresponding bulk energies. The chemical potential of 
the O is a variable. 

The bulk ground state InPO4 total energy, needed to calculate surface 
and interface energies, was obtained using the incremental method [37], 
in which pure InPO4 slabs with different thicknesses are used. This is a 
usual method to increase the accuracy of the surface and interface en-
ergies, because errors tend to be partially cancelled by using similar 
calculational parameters and settings for bulk and surfaces/interfaces. 

The upper limit of the O chemical potential is obtained by the total 
energy of an O2 molecule (total energy of an O2 molecule divided by 
two). The lower limit is obtained by summing the upper limit and the 
formation energy of the bulk InPO4 (negative) per O atom, which is 
obtained by using the InP bulk chemical potential. The chemical po-
tential of the bulk InP is equal to the chemical potentials of bulk In [38] 
and P [39] plus the formation energy of the bulk InP (negative). The 
chemical potential of an O atom in the O2 molecule is − 4.92 eV within 
the PBE and the formation energy of the InPO4 is − 11.85 eV. The ab-
solute value of the O chemical potential is about 5–6 eV under common 
experimental growth conditions [17]. 

Relative stabilities of different incoherent oxide films can be esti-
mated by calculating interface energies, because the total energy of the 
oxide film is accurately the same in different incoherent oxide films. The 
absolute interface energies are calculated for the incoherent interfaces 
using the following equation: 

γIA = Eincoh − NInPμInP − NInPO4μInPO4 − NO,exμO − NH*μH* − γSA (2) 

where γI, γS and A denote the interface energy, surface energy of the 
oxide and interface/surface area, respectively. The H* denotes a pseudo- 
hydrogen atom. The chemical potential of the H* includes the contri-
bution of the surface energy of the pseudo-hydrogenized surface. We 
have used two types of pseudo-hydrogen atoms (Z = 0.75 and Z = 1.25). 
The interface energy describes the stability of the interface layer(s), 
whereas the total energy reflects also the stability of the oxide film and is 
dependent on the film thickness. 

The interface energies of the initially coherent interfaces could not 
be determined, because it turned out that surface energy could not be 
estimated for the corresponding oxide surface. There is probably no bulk 
volume in thin surface slabs. Quite large surface slabs (~40 Å thick) 
would be needed to get equal surfaces and different thicknesses for the 
incremental method, and it seems that relaxation from the unstable 
initial structures might not be as efficient as in the interface calculations. 
However, sums of the surface and interface energies of the incoherent 
and initially coherent interfaces were compared. 

3. Results and discussion 

3.1. Incoherent interface structures and energies 

Interface energies of the incoherent interfaces are determined next. 
Key factors are atomic layer configurations, the lattice mismatch and the 
electronic (mis)match described by the ECR. In the [100] direction O 
layers and layers consisting of In, P and O atoms (In-P-O layers; 
composition InPO2) alternate. In the [001] direction In-O (composition 
InO2) and P-O layers (composition PO2) alternate. The (100) and (001) 
atomic layers are shown in Fig. 3. In the [010] direction it is more 
difficult to determine separate atomic layers. The structure might be 
considered to consist of In-O and P-O layers of which the P-O layers are 
not smooth. Therefore, it is expected that the incoherent (010) interface 
energies are relatively large. Furthermore, the needed (010) interface 
area to obtain acceptable lattice mismatch is large [(5 × 5) InP (001) 
area]. The same reasoning applies to interfaces having larger Miller 
indices. The oxide surface becomes less planar as the Miller indices are 
increased, which generally means that fewer bonds across the interface 
are formed. Second, it is supposed that overlapping of the atoms in 
semiconductor and oxide layers is weaker, when the symmetry of the 
oxide layer decreases with increasing Miller indices. All bonds across the 
O-rich (001) interfaces are energetically most favorable In-O-P type 
bonds. Weaker bonds are formed across the interfaces, if high-index 
oxide layers are attached to the semiconductor. Therefore, the (100) 
and (001) interfaces are considered. 

Relatively oxygen-rich interfaces are the most stable ones under 
typical experimental conditions [15–17]. The (100) interfaces were 
formed by attaching an oxygen-terminated oxide part (and not the In-P- 
O terminated oxide part) to the semiconductor substrate. The 

Fig. 2. Tetragonal InPO4-a (a) and InPO4-b (b) structures used as initial 
coherent structures. The bottom and top surfaces of the unit cells shown 
comprise a (2 × 2) InP area. The In, P and O atoms are shown by (large) violet, 
(intermediate size) blue and (small) red spheres, respectively. 
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semiconductor is either In-terminated or P-terminated. The In- 
terminated semiconductor was joined with a P-O layer and the P- 
terminated semiconductor was joined with an In-O layer at the (001) 
interfaces. The interfaces are characterized by the terminations of the 
semiconductor for clarity. A (1 × 3) InPO4 (100) area was attached to a 
(2 × 5) InP (001) area with InPO4 lattice mismatches of − 3.9 % and 
− 1.9 % along the InPO4 y- and z-directions, respectively. The lattice 
mismatches are estimated using the calculated bulk lattice parameters. 
A (4 × 1) InPO4 (001) area was attached to a (5 × 2) InP (001) area 
with InPO4 lattice mismatches + 1.5 % and − 3.9 % along the InPO4 x- 
and y-directions, respectively. It was found that the strain energy is only 
about 7–9 meV per atom. The (100) and (001) interface areas are 
doubled along the shorter interface lattice parameter to satisfy the ECR 
[3,17]. There are about 400–550 atoms in the largest slab cells, which 
makes calculations very heavy and slow. 

The surface energies were calculated for various (100) and (001) 
surfaces to find relatively stable oxide surfaces needed for the interface 
slab cells. Previous results for the InPO4 surfaces were not found in 
literature. The surface In and P atoms lose O neighbors at the surface. 
The remaining O atoms (half of the bulk O layer) are bonded to the P 
atoms at the (1 × 1) InPO4 (100) surface [see Fig. 3(a)]. There is only 
one type of oxide termination at the (100) surface. A (2 × 1) InPO4 area 
is needed for the (001) surface due to the ECR. This is obtained either by 
introducing one O vacancy within an In-O layer at the In-terminated 
surface or adding one O atom on a P-O layer at the P-terminated sur-
face [see Fig. 3(b)]. The In-terminated (2 × 1) InPO4 (001) surface is 
strongly reconstructed to increase the coordination number of the “lone” 
O atoms (one-coordinated O atoms) at the surface. The (100) surface 
energy is 81.7 meV/Å2. The surface energies of the In-O-terminated and 
P-O-terminated (001) surfaces are 77.0 meV/Å2 and 72.4 meV/Å2, 
respectively. It is noted that the (001) surface slabs are not 

stoichiometric. Therefore, incremental In2O3 (bixbyite) [40] and P2O5 
[41] bulk energies are also used for the estimation of the surface energy. 

It is remarkable that the periodicity of the O atoms is similar to the 
periodicity of the semiconductor atoms along the shorter interface lat-
tice parameter. Each In or P atom at the interface layer of the semi-
conductor part is bonded initially at least to one O atom, if the positions 
of the atoms are chosen appropriately. Some initial positions of the 
atoms at the (100) and (001) interfaces are shown in Fig. 4. It was 
found, by varying the horizontal coordinates of the oxide part, that the 
lowest total energies are obtained by these initial positions. 

A stoichiometric (1 × 3) InPO4 (100) oxide part has a half-filled 
oxygen layer at the surfaces (six O atoms). The (1 × 3) InPO4 (100) 
oxide part attached to the semiconductor substrate has a full oxygen 
layer at the interface (12 O atoms). Therefore, the oxide part lacks 12 
electrons due to the extra O atoms relative to the corresponding stoi-
chiometric surface slab. There are six excess O atoms. [Compare the O 
layer at the interface and the O layer at the surface in Fig. 3(c).] On the 
other hand, the (4 × 1) InPO4 (001) oxide part either lacks four elec-
trons (In-termination at the interface) or has four extra electrons (P- 
termination at the interface) relative to the corresponding ECR obeying 
stoichiometric oxide part due to the additional/excess (In-termination) 
or missing (P-termination) O atom per oxide (2 × 1) area. There are 10 
In or P atoms within the semiconductor surface layer. The In and P 
atoms, which are less electronegative than an O atom, donate electrons. 
An In atom donates either 1.5 or 0.5 electrons and a P atom donates 
either 2.5 or 1.5 electrons to the oxide part depending on whether the 
atom forms a dimer bond with a neighboring In or P atom or not. If a P 
atom does not form a dimer bond, a fully occupied P dangling bond 
consuming two electrons may be formed. A dimer bond can be 
substituted by an O bridge. The ECR is satisfied by choosing a particular 
number of dimer (or bridge) and dangling bonds. 

Fig. 3. Atomic layers of the ground state InPO4 along the [100] (a) and [001] (b) directions. The P and O atoms form one layer (P-O layer), whereas In atoms and O 
atoms form another layer (In-O layer) along the [001] direction. The O and In atoms are not exactly within the same plane within the In-O layer. The In, P and O 
atoms are shown by violet, blue and red spheres, respectively. 

Fig. 4. Initial positions of the atoms closest to 
the incoherent interface at the P-terminated 
semiconductor (100) interface (a) and at the 
In-terminated semiconductor (001) interface 
(b). The atoms of the P-terminated (100) 
interface unit cell (c). The periodicity of the O 
atoms is similar to the periodicity of the 
semiconductor atoms along the shorter inter-
face lattice parameter. Similar interface O 
atom positions are used for other termina-
tions. The P atoms are dimerized at the (100) 
interface. One of the P dimers is broken (two 
P dangling bonds) to bind additional elec-
trons. The interface areas have to be doubled 
and a particular number of dimer and 
dangling bonds chosen to obey the ECR. 
These interfaces do not include additional O 
atoms (relative to the non-stoichiometric 
oxide part), which can be inserted into the 

semiconductor bridge sites or vertical bridge sites across the interface. Some semiconductor (horizontal) bridge sites (br) are shown. The In, P, O and pseudo- 
hydrogen atoms are shown by violet, blue, red and grey spheres, respectively.   
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The (100) oxide part includes three In-P-O layers and three and half 
O layers (the half-filled O layer at the oxide surface), whereas the (001) 
oxide part includes two In-O layers and two P-O layers. The thicknesses 
of the oxide parts are very similar, about 5.2–5.4 Å. The In or P atoms 
initially at the semiconductor surface can form bridge bonds with 
additional O atoms. Therefore, the interfaces can be O-enriched. The 
border between the semiconductor and oxide parts has to be defined to 
enable energy comparisons between different interfaces. In the 
following, the O atoms are not allowed to penetrate into the In-P bonds 
within the semiconductor part. 

The P-terminated interfaces can be more O-rich than the In- 
terminated interfaces, because P atoms have more electrons than the 
In atoms have in their outermost shell. The interface energies of the P- 
terminated (100) interface and the In-terminated (001) interface are 
the lowest ones. Selected interface energies are shown in the interface 
energy diagram in Fig. 5. If there are no available electrons for ionic 
bonds, the interface energy can even be increased with the additional O 
atoms. This was found to happen at the In-terminated (100) interface. 
The P-terminated interfaces do not show an energy gap. Substrate P 
atoms having both covalent and ionic bonds induce gap states. 
Furthermore, after relaxations some oxygen atoms form bonds also with 
the substrate In atoms below the substrate P atoms. 

One can note that the interface energies can be negative, because 
cohesive energy is strongly increased by the additional O atoms. The 
maximum number of the excess O atoms per (1 × 1) interface area is 
0.75 for both the In-terminated (100) and (001) interfaces. The cor-
responding values for the P-terminated (100) and (001) interfaces are 
1.5 and 1.2, respectively. The interface energy decreases with the 
additional O atoms for a particular substrate termination and oxide cut 
as usual. However, the relative interface energies of the In-terminated 
and P-terminated (100) and (001) interfaces can not be explained 
accurately using the (maximum) number of the excess O atoms. Bond 
number and bond type are important factors. For example, there are 
more atoms, which form bonds with the substrate atoms, within the 
oxide P-O layer than within the oxide In-O layer at the (001) interfaces. 
This is due to the smoothness of the P-O layers in the InPO4 oxide along 
the [001] direction. It is concluded that this is one factor stabilizing the 
In-terminated (001) interface relative to the P-terminated (001) 

interface. There are only In-O-P bonds, which are more stable than the 
In-O-In and P-O-P bonds, across the (001) interface plane stabilizing the 
(001) interfaces. 

The interface energy of the In-terminated (001) interface becomes 
similar to that of the P-terminated (100) interface with the largest O 
chemical potential, if 0.4 excess O atoms per (1 × 1) interface area are 
removed from the P-terminated (100) interface. The amount of the O 
atoms could be limited kinetically, e.g., due to limited O diffusion. If the 
number of the removed excess O atoms is 0.2 at the P-terminated (100) 
interface, the interface energies become similar with the relative O 
chemical potential around − 1 eV, which is reached under suitable 
growth conditions [17]. The constraint to rule out oxygen atoms pene-
trating into the substrate bonds is somewhat arbitrary, because oxygen 
atoms form other bonds with the substrate In atoms at the P-terminated 
(100) interface. It is important to note that the same number of excess O 
atoms at the P-terminated and In-terminated interfaces is reached for all 
P-terminated or In-terminated interfaces, if deeper substrate layers are 
occupied for partial interface areas. For example, the relative total en-
ergy of the In-terminated (001) interface system is lower than that of the 
P-terminated (100) interface system having the maximum number of 
excess O atoms, if interface edge energies induced by areas having 
different number of oxide layers are omitted. Here, it is energetically 
more favorable to use some excess O atoms to oxidize deeper layers than 
to further oxidize the interface. The same conclusion is obtained by 
comparing less O-rich In-terminated (001) and P-terminated (100) in-
terfaces. Therefore, it may be physically relevant to compare energies of 
interfaces having the same amount of excess O atoms. One could think 
that it is always energetically more favorable to oxidize deeper layers, 
but this is not the case. The formation energy of the bulk InPO4 obtained 
oxidizing bulk InP is about 7.88 eV per O atom. For example, the O 
enrichment of the In-terminated (001) and P-terminated (100) in-
terfaces is energetically more favorable than the oxidation of the deeper 
layers until the number of excess O atoms per (1 × 1) area is about 
0.5–0.6 and 1.1, respectively. 

3.2. Quasi-coherent interfaces and oxide film growth 

The initially coherent interfaces are formed using the oxide struc-
tures introduced in Section 2. However, the structure and total energy 
can be relaxed significantly by breaking the initial symmetry of the 
InPO4-a and InPO4-b structures. This can be done by non-symmetric 
displacements of the atoms in the initial structure. (It is usually 
enough to shift one atom.) The square face area of the tetragonal unit 
cell used is fixed to the substrate InP (2 × 2) area. A surface recon-
struction similar to the ground state oxide (001) surface is used by 
introducing one O vacancy per InP (2 × 2) area. Typically the obtained 
total energies of the relaxed InPO4-a and InPO4-b are astonishingly close 
to each other. The incremental bulk energy of the relaxed InPO4-a or 
InPO4-b, “alpha” InPO4, is taken from the interface calculations. The 
available incremental energies (the thickest films are almost 2 nm thick) 
are 100–125 meV per atom above the total energy of the ground state 
InPO4. A structure obtained from a bulk calculation is shown in Fig. 6. 

There is a less known metastable bulk InPO4 structure, beta phase 
[42] (space group 62). In fact, the beta InPO4 was found by crystallizing 
amorphous InPO4 [42]. The total energy of the orthorhombic beta InPO4 
is close to the ground state value (41 meV per atom larger). The lattice 
parameter values of a = 4.89 Å, b = 9.04 Å and c = 7.03 Å were obtained. 
The beta structure looks quite similar to the ground state structure. The 
main difference is that the PO4 tetrahedra have one face along the [010] 
direction in the beta structure while the tetrahedra have one edge along 
the [010] direction in the ground state structure (Fig. 3). Consequently, 
the O atoms are well above and below the In atom layers along the 
[010] direction within the beta phase. In the ground state structure four 
O neighbors of an In atom are about at the level of the In atoms along the 
[010] direction (Fig. 3), which prevents significant lattice relaxation. 
An initially coherent InPO4 oxide can be formed by straining the (010) 

Fig. 5. The absolute interface energies of some selected incoherent interfaces. 
The O chemical potential is expressed relative to the upper limit of the O 
chemical potential. The (100)-In and (100)-P denote the In- and P-terminated 
(100) interfaces with no additional O atoms relative to the non-stoichiometric 
oxide part. The (100)-In-O and (001)-In-O denote the In-terminated (100) and 
(001) interfaces having maximum number of the excess O atoms defined by the 
ECR. The (100)-P-O and (001)-P-O denote the P-terminated interfaces having 
the maximum number of the excess O atoms not occupying the substrate In-P 
bonds. These P-terminated interfaces do not show an energy gap 
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face of the beta InPO4 to the InP (1 × 2) (001) area. Although the lattice 
mismatches are − 13.2 % and + 20.8 % along the InPO4 x- and z-di-
rections, the relative total energy of the initially coherent bulk beta 
InPO4 after relaxation, “gamma” InPO4, is only 59 meV per atom. 
However, the interface area is increased only 4.7 % by the straining. 

The alpha and gamma InPO4 structures are called “quasi-coherent” 
structures as the structures keep more or less the initial coherent 
structures on average as the average positions of the different atom types 
in the oxide films are estimated. The (quasi-)coherence can be broken, e. 
g., by a dislocation. 

The total energies of the quasi-coherent oxides could be compared, e. 
g., to the tetragonal InPO4, scheelite [34]. The relative total energy of 
the scheelite is about 98 meV per atom. The stability of the quasi- 
coherent InPO4 oxides can be compared also to the stability of amor-
phous Al2O3, which was recently reported to be stabilized in thin oxide 
films on the Al metal [43]. The total energy of the amorphous bulk Al2O3 
is less stable than the ground state crystalline bulk Al2O3 by 0.18 eV per 
atom [43]. 

There are two P-O-In bridge bonds from one P atom to the same In 
atom in the InPO4-a. The number of these double bridges is significantly 
decreased with structural relaxations. On the other hand, the number of 
P atoms having two bridges to two In atoms through one O atom (P-O- 
In2 bridge) is increased. Initially there are no such structural motifs in 
the InPO4-b. These local bonding configurations are enclosed by solid 
curves in Fig. 6. The relaxations are supposed to decrease O-O repulsion 
and increase In-O and P-O attraction. On the other hand, one can think 
that the In-O-P interactions replace In-O-In and P-O-P interactions in the 
InPO4-a. The bond lengths are also optimized locally. The P-O-In2 
bridges cause disorder, because the distance of the In atoms within a P- 
O-In2 bridge is smaller than the average In-In distance in the quasi- 
coherent oxides. There are two orientations of the PO4 tetrahedra 
within P atom layers in the gamma quasi-coherent oxide. Consequently, 
all O atoms within the P-O-In2 bridges are along the In atom layers in the 
gamma quasi-coherent InPO4. Therefore, the beta coherent oxide is less 
disordered than the alpha coherent oxide. It turns out that the In- 

terminated initially coherent interfaces are more stable than the P- 
terminated initially coherent interfaces. Neither the In-terminated 
interface nor the P-terminated interface has vacancies or substitutional 
atoms. 

Relative total energies of the alpha and gamma oxide films are quite 
close to each other, which suggests that the interface energy of the alpha 
oxide is smaller than the interface energy of the gamma oxide. The total 
energy of the alpha oxide film is lower by 37 meV per atom for the 
thinnest oxide film (one In-O layer and one P-O layer). The gamma oxide 
is more stable in thicker films (1 – 19 meV per atom). The sum of the 
interface and surface energy was calculated for the alpha and gamma 
oxide films using average incremental energy. The values are within 
− 59 - − 48 meV/Å2 and − 39 - − 27 meV/Å2 for the alpha and gamma 
oxides, respectively, with the relative O chemical potential equal to 0 
eV. It should be noted that the surface energy is positive. The sum of the 
interface and surface energies of the incoherent most O-rich P-termi-
nated (100) and In-terminated (001) interface systems are about − 62.1 
and − 0.4 meV/Å2 with the relative O chemical potential equal to zero. 
However, it was found in Section 3.1 that the relative total energy of the 
incoherent In-terminated (001) interface system is lower than that of 
the incoherent P-terminated (100) interface system, if there is the same 
number of excess O atoms within both interface systems. The interface 
energy is strongly dependent on the O content. The quasi-coherent and 
incoherent In-terminated (001) interface systems have the same num-
ber of excess O atoms per interface area. Therefore, the comparison of 
these interface energies is more relevant. Furthermore, possible inac-
curacy of the O chemical potential does not enter into the comparison. It 
is noted that even smaller interface energy was obtained by forming a 
quasi-coherent interface using a slice from the structure shown in Fig. 6. 
The interface energy is about − 75 meV/Å2, because an additional O 
atom can be inserted into the interface. No systematic search along this 
direction was performed, but the result shows that it is possible to form 
more O-rich quasi-coherent interfaces, if the film is thin. The difference 
between the sums of the interface and surface energies of the (In- 
terminated) alpha and incoherent (001) interfaces is about 50–60 meV/ 
Å2. The alpha interface is more stable. It is estimated that the surface 
energies of the quasi-coherent and incoherent structures are approxi-
mately equal, although the exact surface energy of the quasi-coherent 
structure is not known. Therefore, the interface energy of the quasi- 
coherent interface is much smaller than the interface energy of the 
incoherent interface. 

The thickest alpha and gamma oxide films and the associated in-
terfaces are shown in Figs. 7 and 8. 

The relative total energies of the In-terminated quasi-coherent and 
incoherent (001) oxide films are estimated for a thickness of two In-O 
and P-O double layers (about 5.3–6.5 Å; see the beginning of Section 
3.1). The total energy of the incoherent system is smaller by only 15 meV 
per oxide atom. If the incremental energy of the quasi-coherent oxide is 
used for the µInPO4 in equation (1) corresponding to smaller number of 
the InPO4 units, the relative energy is about 6 meV per oxide atom. Here 
the incremental energy of the considered oxide thickness is used. The 
relative energy of the incoherent oxide film one double layer thick 
(2.8–3.4 Å) is smaller by about 4 meV per oxide atom. It is remarkable 
that incoherent and initially coherent thin oxide interface systems have 
practically the same total energies (but different interface energies). 
Entropy should favor the somewhat disordered quasi-coherent oxide 
films over the ordered incoherent films. 

Relative total energies of the incoherent In-terminated (001) inter-
face [(001)-In-O] and quasi-coherent alpha and gamma interfaces are 
shown in Fig. 9. Incremental total energies of quasi-coherent alpha and 
gamma oxides relative to the bulk total energy of the ground state InPO4 
are also shown. Relative total energies and sums of the interface and 
surface energies for some interface systems are shown in Table 2. 
Relative total energies of some bulk InPO4 oxides are also shown. 

The gap state density of several quasi-coherent interfaces is small or 
zero. This is difficult to estimate accurately, because possible gap states 

Fig. 6. A slightly disordered InPO4 structure relaxed from the InPO4-b initial 
structure. The amount of double P-O-In bridges, joining one P atom and one In 
atom, is considerably decreased as the initial InPO4-a is relaxed. There are no 
such structural motifs in the initial InPO4-b structure. In the relaxed structure 
one is found, which is enclosed by a solid curve in the upper part of the unit 
cell. The amount of P-O-In2 bridges joining one P atom and two In atoms is 
increased by relaxation. One of these bridges is shown by a solid curve in the 
lower part of the unit cell. The top and bottom surfaces of the unit cell have an 
InP (2 × 2) area. The In, P and O atoms are shown by violet, blue and red 
spheres, respectively. 
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are close to the bottom of the conduction band. Fig. 10 shows the density 
of states curves for a quasi-coherent interface system and for a pure InP 
slab pseudo-hydrogenated on both surfaces. The thickness of the InP 
part is five double layers in both systems. The size of the band gap is 
about 1.0 eV in the pure InP slab, whereas the size of the band gap is 
about 0.2 eV smaller in the interface system. The absolute value of the 
band gap is not relevant here, because the GGA underestimates the band 
gap and in practice the slab construction overestimates the band gap due 

Fig. 7. An interface structure obtained using the unstable initial InPO4-b 
structure (alpha InPO4 oxide). The thickness of the oxide is about 18 Å. The In, 
P, O and pseudo-hydrogen atoms are shown by violet, blue, red and grey 
spheres, respectively. 

Fig. 8. An interface structure obtained using the initial beta InPO4 structure 
(gamma InPO4 oxide). The thickness of the oxide is about 17 Å. The interface is 
quasi-coherent as the atoms occupy more or less the coherent positions on 
average which is described by a grid. The initial orientation of a PO4 tetrahe-
dron, one face of a tetrahedron above or below an In atom layer, can be seen 
enclosed by a solid curve. The In, P, O and pseudo-hydrogen atoms are shown 
by violet, blue, red and grey spheres, respectively. 

Fig. 9. Incremental total energies (meV/atom) of quasi-coherent alpha (open 
circles) and gamma (solid circles) InPO4 relative to the total energy of the 
ground state InPO4. The incremental energies obtained from the thinnest slabs 
[differences between two and one double layers (DL)] are smaller than the 
other incremental energies, which is attributed to slightly different surface 
energies of the thinnest oxide films (one DL). It is concluded that the structure 
of the quasi-coherent gamma oxide deviates slightly from the corresponding 
structure obtained from a bulk calculation, which is reflected in incremental 
total energies (total energy of the gamma oxide obtained from a bulk calcula-
tion is about 58.8 meV per atom). The incremental bulk total energy of the 
ground state InPO4 bulk is only 0.6 meV per atom smaller than the total energy 
obtained from a bulk calculation. Total energies of the incoherent In-terminated 
(001) (open squares) and quasi-coherent gamma (solid squares) oxides relative 
to the quasi-coherent alpha oxide as a function of the film thickness (InPO4 
oxide content equal to the quasi-coherent film). The lone squares describe oxide 
content equal to the incoherent film. 

Table 2 
Relative total energies (ΔEtot) of ground state and quasi-coherent alpha and 
gamma bulk InPO4 oxides. These total energies are obtained from bulk calcu-
lations. Relative total energies and the sums of the interface and surface energies 
(γI + γS) of the incoherent In-terminated (001) interface, incoherent P-termi-
nated (100) interfaces and quasi-coherent alpha and gamma interfaces. The 
“(100)-P-O-0.2” denotes the interface obtained from the “(100)-P-O” by 
removing 0.2 excess O atoms per (1 × 1) interface area. The double layers (DL) 
consist of In-O and P-O layers or In-P-O and O layers [(100) interfaces] (see 
Section 3.1). Comparison of the total energies between the In-terminated (001) 
and P-terminated (100) incoherent interfaces corresponds to the situation, in 
which the number of the excess O atoms is the same in both systems. This is 
discussed in Section 3.1. The sums of the interface and surface energies are given 
for two different values of the relative chemical potential of the O atom (ΔµO).   

ΔEtot(meV/oxide 
atom) 

γI 
+ γS (meV/Å2) 

ΔµO = 0.0 eV 
γI 

+ γS (meV/ 
Å2)ΔµO = 1.0 eV 

ground state 
bulk 

0.0   

alpha bulk 117.5   
gamma bulk 58.8   
(001)-In-O 1 

DL 
0.0 –23.2  18.4 

alpha 1 DL 4.1 − 54.3  − 12.7 
gamma 1 DL 41.5 − 26.8  14.8 
(001)-In-O 2 

DL 
0.0 − 0.4  41.2 

alpha 2 DL 7.4; 25.0 − 59.2  − 38.9 
gamma 2 DL 6.3; 15.5 − 17.6  2.7 
(100)-P-O 3 

DL 
118.1 − 62.1  21.2 

(100)-P-O-0.2 
3 DL 

113.1 − 25.6  46.6  
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to limited slab thickness. The difference of 0.2 eV may be due to the fact 
that the oxide film decreases the overestimation of the band gap caused 
by the slab construction compared to the pseudo-hydrogenation on both 
surfaces. In any case the gap state density is very small, if not zero. 
However, in some quasi-coherent interface systems there are distinct 
gap states in the mid or lower parts of the band gap. These gap states are 
caused by O atoms inserted into the substrate In-P bonds shown in the 
Fig. 10. P-terminated interfaces do not show an energy gap. 

The Fermi level pinning at the oxidized GaAs interfaces has been 
attributed to As dimers and/or As dangling bonds [13,14,44]. Our re-
sults point out that the Fermi level pinning might be attributed also to 
oxidized substrate In-P bonds at least at the InP interfaces. The oxidized 
In-P substrate bond defects were found in thicker or non-stoichiometric, 
In-riched, oxide films. 

It was found that it is energetically rather favorable to substitute an 
In atom by a P atom within an initially coherent oxide, whereas it is 
energetically very unfavorable to substitute a P atom by an In atom. 
However, it is energetically rather favorable to insert additional In 
atoms into an initially coherent oxide. (All these modifications have to 
be balanced by a correct number of additional or removed O atoms due 
to the ECR.) However, deeper layer oxidations are most probably 
energetically more favorable. The P substitutions also increase atomic 
in-plane density, because a P substitution is accompanied by an inserted 
O atom. In-plane atomic density increase is favored as the (almost) 
stoichiometric initially coherent oxide film favors in-plane shrinking. 
Full account of different oxide concentrations is well beyond the present 
study. However, these results are important as they show that different 
compositions might be realistically described using the quasi-coherent 
model. The quasi-coherent, disordered oxide structure is different, e.g., 
from the disordered SiO2 structure, because the In-O-P bonds are 
favored. Thus, the oxide structure tends to be layered. 

Different layered structures were proposed based on the experi-
mental photoemission spectra [45,46]. However, the interpretation was 
challenged and it was proposed that the oxide is a microscopic mixture 
of different oxide compositions [47]. In any case, composition variations 
were found in direction perpendicular to the interface. These variations, 
found at lower growth temperatures, were attributed to slow diffusion of 
the P [45,48] or evaporation of the P or P2O5 [47]. Experimental studies 

propose P-enrichment at the interface based on a core-level shift similar 
to elemental P. Our core-level results, calculated using the initial state 
model (which ignores core–hole relaxation), show that semiconductor P 
atoms below the interface layer without O neighbors or with one O 
neighbor show core-level shifts similar to the elemental P. Furthermore, 
our results suggest that the found In-enrichment at outer part of the 
oxide film might have also a thermodynamic, and not (purely) kinetic, 
origin. 

Ordered native III-V oxide thin films were experimentally found and 
these films turned out to have small gap state densities [7,8]. It is 
probable that these thin oxide films have unstable or metastable struc-
tures due to the lattice mismatch and periodicity of the found oxide 
films. Our results show that these ordered oxide structures, which are 
unknown, can be stabilized by the interface energy. It might be that 
(almost) stoichiometric composition close to the interface is needed to 
grow these oxides, which might partially explain the sensitivity of the 
growth to oxygen pressure. Our results imply that the Fermi level 
pinning may be caused by oxidized substrate III-V bonds. These defects 
become more probable as disorder is increased by the thickness of the 
somewhat disordered oxide film or non-stoichiometries of the oxide. 

Preliminary results concerning band offsets show that (valence) band 
offsets across the incoherent and quasi-coherent interfaces have similar 
values. The local potentials at the atom sites are larger, and thus the 
initial state core-level shifts are smaller, within the gamma oxide than 
within the alpha oxide and the ground state (“incoherent”) oxide, which 
have rather similar average values. However, probably a dislocation can 
release strain within the gamma oxide film increasing the core-level 
shifts. There is a much larger scatter in individual atom site potentials 
within the quasi-coherent oxides as expected. The average core-level 
shifts for the alpha oxide and the ground state oxide are about the 
same or slightly larger than those obtained from bulk calculations [32]. 

Interfaces for different oxide compounds can also be formed using 
the initially coherent model. The initially coherent interface presented 
above (InPO4-a) was used as an initial model for P2O5/InP interface. A 
model with three In-O and P-O double layers was used. An In-O layer 
and a P-O layer were interchanged to get three successive In-O layers 
and three successive P-O layers. Some atomic relaxations were per-
formed after which the two topmost In-O layers were removed and two 
O atoms were introduced within the mid P-O layer to obtain correct 
stoichiometry. Correct atom coordinations were preserved. The topmost 
In-O layer is used as a surface layer to stabilize the system, because 
stable reconstructions for the P2O5 surface are not known. An extra O 
atom (having only one nearest neighbor atom), in addition to a full In-O 
layer as a top layer, has to be introduced due to the ECR. However, an In- 
In dimer bond is formed at the interface to which the extra O atom, 
initially at an energetically quite unfavorable position, can be shifted. 
Thus, the ECR is satisfied by a stable interface layer including an extra O 
atom. The formed P2O5 oxide is about 0.16 eV per atom less stable than 
the bulk P2O5, which is considered to be a satisfactory result. The DOS 
reveals no distinct gap states. This result reiterates the finding above 
according to which partially oxidized substrate P atoms are harmful. 

4. Conclusions 

It was shown in this work that the InP native oxide (quasi-)coherent 
interface has a much smaller interface energy than the incoherent 
interface has. It was also shown that the interface energy can stabilize 
unstable and metastable oxide structures in thin III-V native oxide films. 
Relatively small strain energy and configuration match imply a small 
interface energy. Results suggest that the (quasi-)coherence is an 
important property, which may govern growth of the III-V oxide in-
terfaces. It is possible that the interface energy causes the disordered 
structure of the InP native oxides grown at temperatures under 650 ◦C 
[45]. The oxide may be grown as somewhat disordered in thin oxide 
films and the oxide is trapped into the disordered state kinetically in 
thicker oxide films. These are important results giving new insights into 

Fig. 10. The density of states (DOS) curve of a quasi-coherent interface system 
(solid curve) and an InP slab pseudo-hydrogenized on both surfaces (dotted 
curve). The thickness of the InP part is five double layers in both systems. Zero 
energy corresponds to the highest occupied state. The gap state density of the 
interface system is very small or zero. Inset shows a defect type consisting of an 
O atom inserted into a substrate In-P bond, which causes distinct gap states. The 
In, P and O atoms are shown by violet, blue and red spheres, respectively. 
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oxide growth as very little is known of the (native) oxide interface 
structures of the III-V semiconductors. 

Generally In-terminated interfaces show only small or zero gap state 
density. However, oxidized substrate In-P bonds and partially oxidized P 
atoms at the interface layer show distinct gap states. These are alter-
native defect types explaining the Fermi level pinning at least at the InP 
native oxide interfaces. Experimental results were discussed on the basis 
of the results found. A core-level shift similar to metallic P found 
experimentally has been previously explained by elemental P close to 
the interface. Our initial state core-level shifts show that similar core- 
level shifts can be attributed to semiconductor P atoms close to the 
interface with zero or one O atom neighbors. Our results suggest that In- 
enrichment of the outer layers of the oxide film might also have a 
thermodynamic origin. 

Several complex quasi-coherent and incoherent InPO4/InP interface 
structures were constructed. General principles to build initially 
coherent and incoherent model interfaces were clarified. The relatively 
low interface and total energies show that the quasi-coherent oxide 
models, including also non-stoichiometric oxides, are reasonable to be 
used in further studies. The initially coherent or quasi-coherent interface 
model is relatively simple for computation and interpretation and it does 
not include substitutional atoms or vacancies. The ECR is satisfied by a 
designed low energy surface reconstruction. 

More complicated or advanced interface models including, e.g., dis-
locations or non-planar surface structure can be based on the introduced 
quasi-coherent model. The model can be used to study, e.g., band offsets, 
core-level shifts, defect states, composition variations, surface 
morphology and diffusion. 
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